
Heat and Thermodynamics. Rec 2

Recitation 2

1. Air that occupies 0.142 m3 at 204 kPa pressure is expanded isothermally to 101 kPa

pressure and then cooled at constant pressure until it reaches its initial volume.

Compute the work done on gas.

2. An ideal gas experiences an adiabatic compression from P = 122 kPa, V = 10.7 m3,

T = −23.0 0C to P = 1450 kPa, V = 1.36 m3.

(a) Calculate the value of γ.

(b) Find final temperature.

(c) How many moles of gas are present?

(d) What is the total translational kinetic energy per mole before and after the

compression?

(e) Calculate the ratio of the rms speed before to that after the compression.

3. A weather balloon is filled with Helium gas at 200 C and 1.0 atm pressure. The

volume of the balloon after filling is measured to be 8.50 m3. The helium is heated

until its temperature reaches 55 0C. During this process, the balloon expands at a

constant pressure (1.0 atm). What is the heat flow into the helium.

4. A quantity of ideal monoatomic gas consists of n moles initially at temperature T1.

The pressure and the volume are then slowly doubled in such a manner as to trace out

a straight line on the PV diagram. In terms of n, R, and T1, find (a) W , (b) ∆Eint,

and (c) Q. (d) If one were to define an equivalent specific heat for this process, what

would be its value?

5. Referring to Fig ,
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Fig: Isotherms of an ideal gas, and various paths of transformations.

find the work done along the various paths in the closed cycle ab, bc, cd, de, ea and

give the total work done in the closed cycle. How much heat is supplied to the system

in one cycle?
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